Creation V. evolution; please use your intelligence to recognize INTELLIGENCE
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http://scontent-b-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash4/1474532_687505797947263_688045139_n.jpg LIVING ROCKS?
God is sure creative. The fact that this sea creature looks exactly like a rock with guts is not even the weirdest thing about it. It’s also completely
immobile like a rock — it eats by sucking in water and filtering out microorganisms — and it's clear blood mysteriously secretes a rare mineral called
vanadium. Also, it’s born male, becomes hermaphroditic at puberty, and reproduces by tossing clouds of sperm and eggs into the surrounding water
and hoping they knock together. This goes against everything evolutionists believe because it's part rock part living organism. Next they'll be saying
rocks can evolve.
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Biblical Creation I was making a point. God can do and make anything. Nature makes sense in God's created kingdom. Only an evolutionist would
actually believe this was part rock as Cliff pointed out
Unlike · Reply · 20 · 9 hours ago


Monte Phillips i can agree with that, i never saw no one cut a rock with a knife.
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Biblical Creation They believe life came from non life this is right up their alley Low
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Loke Sjögren It's not part rock, it just looks like a rock..
Like · Reply · 21 · 9 hours ago
Low-Key Lyesmith P. chilensis belongs to the Ascidiacea class of non-moving, sac-like marine invertebrate filter feeders that are otherwise known as
sea squirts. They belong to the Tunicata subphylum, so-called because they wear thick ‘tunics’ made of tunicin, which is...See More
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Kyle Sweezy You are all quite bold declaring the word of God is false, denying Him his creation... You had better be right because if your not you are
going to meet with a God that did create you and the universe. And you spent your time on earth persecuting Him. As for us that believe we are
encouraged and our faith is strengthened because the word of God said you would act this way
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Biblical Creation Pyura chilensis
Like · Reply · 2 · 9 hours ago
Garrett Jones Cullin Pattillo, if you don't like this post, go somewhere else. Quit spewing your hatred on Christian pages. You don't have to be here,
you're free to leave. And in America, we are free to express our viewpoint even if it's "anti-intellectual" or if you agree with it or not.
Like · Reply · 8 · 3 hours ago via mobile · Edited
Harry Sanabria So is it a Pokemon?
Like · Reply · 6 · 9 hours ago
Christian Lamar That doesn't go against evolutionary ideas.. it actually supports them. Please stop making the rest of us who believe look like inbred
idiots
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Ryan LaFleur Can you explain why this supposedly backs the evolutionary theory?
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Luke Dyton It evolved that way. Perfect camouflage for it's environment. Secretly feeding itself, and secretly reproducing itself. It adapted/evolved for
the environment around it. Born male, becomes hermaphroditic at puberty, and reproduces by tossing clouds of sperm and eggs into the surrounding
water. It's everything that evolution explains. I'd love for you to point out a part of the bible that explains something even close to this.
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Michael Swenson Luke Dyton, evolutionists have been saying that a less complex creature with fewer cells and lower cognitive function, surveyed its
surroundings and not only was so intelligent, and so perceptive (despite their inability to show this organism has the means to perceive and the
cognitive function to meditate on it's surroundings) was not only so intelligent but so powerful that it changed it's own genetic structure of a simple life
form and perceiving rocks and understanding rocks, decided to morph itself into a camouflaged rock. Luke if you really believe that, why are you not
bowing down to this superior creature? after all with your perceptive abilities and cognitive function; without rational explanation you attribute creative
super powers and perceptive skills and even prognostic powers (that this creature decided it's best chance of survival was to become something that
resembled a rock; as opposed to deciding to become something fluid like the water it is in or another kind of organism in the oceans); but you assign
this level of genius and reasoning skills AND SELF TRANSFORMING SUPER POWER to this organism and other lower life forms. You are saying this
creature and others who have no means to do such things as perceive, meditate, and self-reflect; let alone conceive of the will of self-transformation all
have a SUPER POWER that they are not only able to do all the above; though there is no visible scientific explanation to give them such abilities, to AT
WILL, TRANSFORM THEIR OWN DNA IN THE MILLIONS OF CELLS of their own physical form! Things that you cannot accomplish. A creationist
says the REASON this creature has such appearance as camouflage as a rock and reproductive function; is that the DNA code programmed into this
creature accomplishes all those amazing feats. That a simple amoeba did not have in itself the ability to say part of my descendents will become plants
that fill the world with billions of species and part will become insects, animals, etc. and yes, even a part will transform itself into this rock camouflage
creature! (most who actually think about what they observe understand ALL these things were uniquely designed as such by INTELLIGENCE) and
Creationists are saying to evolutionists that we wish you'd use yours to recognize that.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtBz1roiQR8
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Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152677782224899&set=a.10150325866149899.418860.36808309898&type=1&theater
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After Eden: Fish Legs and Knees
http://www.answersingenesis.org/
By: Answers in Genesis
February 22 at 9:26am · Like · Remove Preview


Michael Swenson http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pS5j3XccmUM

Atheist professor destroys evolution
Atheist professor exposes the hoax of evolution. Wretched TV original video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3jrcP-o6Vs
February 24 at 11:23am · Like · Remove Preview
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CATERPILLAR THAT PRETENDS TO BE A SNAKE!
This is NOT a reptile! This is the lar...See More
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ONE IS MAN-MADE..
The other isn't. One is a window and the other a DNA double h...See More
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LEAF INSECTS
This one looks like a dried leaf, and blends in so well! What deta...See More
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Newly Discovered Species of Moth Mimics a SPIDER!
www.thefeaturedcreature.com
This moth mimics a spider with such ease that its almost impossible to tell what...See More
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